**Focus 80 Blue**
Portable Refreshable Braille Display

---

**Features at a Glance**

- 80 refreshable Braille cells
- 8-dot Braille keyboard with superb feel and response
- Compact, low-profile design
- Convenient thumb keys, panning buttons, and NAV Rockers
- Smooth paper-like feel
- Bluetooth 2.0 and USB 2.0 connectivity
- Adjustable key repeat for rapid scrolling and panning
- Works with JAWS® BrailleIn™ for Contracted Braille input in Windows
- Works with Mac® OS X Mountain Lion and Apple® iOS devices
- Charge battery via USB
- Braille Study Mode
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**80 Cells of Paper-Like Braille, Ultra-Responsive Braille Keyboard, and Ergonomic Controls for Efficiency and Hours of Comfort**

The streamlined Focus 80 Blue has an ergonomic control layout designed for natural hand placement, economy of movement, and comfort during long working sessions. Our exclusive NAV rockers offer smooth navigation by line, sentence, paragraph, and focus panning to swiftly move through large documents and get right to the section you need to read or edit.

When used with JAWS, the ultra-quiet 8-dot Braille keyboard provides Contracted Braille input and all keyboard commands for complete control of the PC.

Front panel selector buttons can be used in combination with panning buttons, rocker bars, and cursor router keys to select a block of text, page up or down, or move to the beginning or end of a document.

The Focus 80 Blue supports our popular JAWS Braille Study Mode, an interactive tool for teaching and learning Braille.
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Learn more online at www.FreedomScientific.com
Focus 80 Blue
Portable Refreshable Braille Display

Braille Cells:
80 refreshable 8-dot Braille cells

Size:
22.85 in. x 3.5 in. x 0.9 in.
(58 cm. x 8.9 cm. x 2.3 cm.)

Weight:
2.25 lbs. (1.02 kg.)

Controls:
8-key Perkins-style keyboard
NAV Rocker at each end of display
(independently settable for line, sentence, paragraph, or pan forward/back)
Cursor Router keys
Four front-mounted thumb keys for panning
Two front-mounted thumb rockers
for line up/down
Two Selector keys
Two Shift keys

Connectivity:
USB 2.0 or Bluetooth 2.0

Battery:
Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
10 hours, typical usage Bluetooth
Recharges from PC through USB

Package Also Includes:
Carrying case with neck/shoulder strap
Charger

Full Support for Apple Devices
The entire line of Focus Blue Braille Displays works with Mac OS X Mountain Lion, the latest operating system for Apple computers, providing extensive Contracted Braille input and output. It is also compatible with the full range of iOS 6 devices, so you can access your iPhone®, iPad®, and iPod® Touch via Bluetooth. You have keyboard navigation throughout the Home screen and apps, and you can type and read in Contracted Braille or Computer Braille.

Call to Learn More
800-444-4443

Visit us online at www.FreedomScientific.com to learn more about these and other innovative products from Freedom Scientific that make living with blindness and low vision easier.

OpenBook®
Enhanced Scanning and Reading Software for easy access to printed text

PEARL®
Portable Camera for fast and easy OCR with OpenBook

SARA® CE
Instant, Self-Contained Scanning and Reading Appliance